In the last 20 years, 3D angiographic imaging proved its usefulness in the context of various clinical applications. However, angiographic images are generally difficult to analyse due to their size and the fact that useful information is easily hidden in noise and artifacts. Therefore, there is an ongoing necessity to provide tools facilitating their visualization and analysis, while vessel segmentation from such images remains a challenging task. This article presents new vessel segmentation and filtering techniques, relying on recent advances in mathematical morphology. In particular, methodological results related to variant mathematical morphology and connected filtering are stated, and involved in an angiographic data processing framework. These filtering and segmentation methods are validated on real and synthetic 3D angiographic data.
Introduction
The important rise of medical imaging during the 20th century, mainly induced by physics breakthroughs related to nuclear magnetic resonance and X-rays, has led to the development of imaging modalities devoted to visualize vascular structures. The analysis of such angiographic images is of great interest for several clinical applications. Initially designed to generate 2D data, these imaging modalities progressively led to the acquisition of 3D images, enabling the visualization of vascular volumes.
However, such 3D data are generally quite large, being composed of several millions of voxels, while the useful vascular information generally represents less than 5% of the whole volume. In addition to this sparseness, the frequent low signal-to-noise ratio and the potential presence of artifacts (due to acquisition, patient movements, etc.) make the analysis of such images a challenging task. In order to assist the users of such data (radiologists, clinicians, etc.), it is therefore necessary to design software tools enabling them to visualize as well as possible the relevant information embedded in these images.
One of the main ways to perform such a task is to develop filtering and/or segmentation methods, i.e., routines which enhance or extract the vessels from angiographic images. In particular, such methods are required to be as ergonomic as possible, for instance by providing user-friendly and time-saving interactive modus operandi.
Recently, several methodological works have been conducted in the field of mathematical morphology. Some of them, and especially those related to spatially variant mathematical morphology and connected filtering, can be efficiently involved in the design of relevant tools for vessel filtering and segmentation from 3D angiographic data, especially Computed Tomography Angiography (CTA) and Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA). This article aims at presenting some of these new mathematical morphology concepts, and their applicative use in this complex field of medical image processing.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes a synthetic state of the art related to mathematical morphology in medical image processing (Section 2.1), and vessel segmentation from 3D angiographic data (Section 2.2). Section 3 provides useful definitions and notations. The next two sections gather the main contributions of this article. Section 4, which is an extended and improved version of the conference articles [71, 70] , describes a vessel filtering method based on a hybrid strategy, merging both new spatially variant mathematical morphology algorithms and derivative-based approaches. Section 5, which is an extended and improved version of the conference articles [56, 19] , describes an example-based interactive vessel segmentation method relying on a component-tree-based technique. Section 6 describes and discusses experimental results related to vessel segmentation and filtering performed on angiographic phantom images and in vivo cerebral MRA data. Concluding remarks emphasizing contributions and remaining challenges are proposed in Section 7.
State of the art

Mathematical morphology in medical imaging
Mathematical morphology is a well-established theory of non-linear, order-based image analysis [51] . It relies on basic operations (namely erosions, dilations, openings, closings), involving geometric patterns (structuring elements, or SEs for brief). These low-level SE-based operations made it possible to design the first image processing segmentation methods (e.g., for 2D vessel segmentation [73] ), and remained further frequently used for several purposes (e.g., for 2D [83] and 3D vessel segmentation [13] , or for skull stripping [16] ).
Based on these basic mathematical morphology operations, higher-level image processing techniques were developed and used in the context of medical image processing. Watersheds [78] were indeed considered for 3D vessel segmentation [58] , 3D vertebrae labelling [46] , 4D heart segmentation [14] , or 3D brain structure segmentation from newborn brain MRI [25] . The grey-level hit-or-miss transform [48] was also considered, essentially in the field of 3D vessel segmentation [49, 6] . Finally, connected filters [65] and especially those based on component-trees (described in Section 5.2) were involved in several (bio)medical applications, including 3D vessel filtering and segmentation [80, 76, 9] , 3D brain structures segmentation [17] , and 2D melanocytic nevi segmentation [47] .
The use of mathematical morphology in these techniques was, in particular, motivated by the ability of the involved operators to efficiently integrate and model a priori knowledge enabling an efficient detection of the structures of interest with a wide range of using policies (automated, semi-automated, knowledge-based and/or interactive ones).
Filtering and segmentation of 3D angiographic data
Filtering and segmentation of vascular structures (generally from MR and CT angiography) has been an active research field since the end of the 80's (see, e.g., [20, 31] for pioneering works). These intensive efforts were motivated by the possible use of such segmentation results, e.g., for pathology detection and quantification, or for surgical planning. A complete state of the art is beyond the scope of this article. The reader will find up-to-date surveys on 3D angiographic segmentation in [36, 72] .
Most of the main image processing and analysis concepts have been involved in the development of 3D vessel segmentation methods. Non-exhaustively, one can cite: region-growing [74] , deformable models [41, 15] , statistical analysis [12, 62] , minimal path-finding [37] , vessel tracking [22, 43] , differential analysis [66] , or mathematical morphology (discussed in Section 2.1). Despite this wide range of methodological contributions, the results provided by segmentation methods generally remain perfectible. The handling of under-segmentation (e.g., in the case of small vessels, of signal decrease, or of partial volume effect) and over-segmentation (e.g., in the case of neighbouring with other anatomical structures, or of high intensity artifacts), the robustness to image degradations (low signal-to-noise ratio), the low computational cost, the guarantee of termination and convergence, are indeed desirable properties that are not often satisfied.
Notations
The set E provides a (discrete) model for the part of R 3 where will be defined the considered 3D images. An element of E (called point, or voxel), is noted x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ).
Let
The set V provides a (discrete) model for the value space of the considered 3D images. An element of V (called value, or grey level), is noted v.
A (grey-level) image I is defined as a function
and we note I : E → V or I ∈ V E . The set E is called the support of I. By abuse of notation, a (binary) image B : E → {0, 1} will also be considered as the set B −1 ({1}) = {x ∈ E | B(x) = 1}. The thresholding function at value v ∈ V is defined by
The cylinder function of support X ⊆ E and of value v ∈ V is defined by
The impulse function at point p ∈ E and of value v ∈ V is defined by
In particular, we have i p,v = C {p},v .
Vessel filtering: a morpho-Hessian approach
Motivation
3D angiographic imaging modalities (e.g., MRA, CTA) can provide a detailed visualization of vascular networks up to the resolution of the generated data. However, the small size and complexity of the vascular structures, coupled to noise, acquisition artifacts, and blood signal heterogeneity (especially signal discontinuity) make the analysis of such data a hard task, thus justifying intensive efforts devoted, in particular, to filtering (i.e., vessel enhancement). Vessel filtering has often been considered via the use of Gaussian second derivative analysis, and more especially Hessian matrix analysis. This approach enables the detection of thin objects and their principal directions, at possibly different scales. Compared with first derivative (i.e., gradient) approaches, the Hessian matrix can also capture some shape characteristics. In particular, the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix can be combined into vesselness functions in order to discriminate such shapes [40, 66, 23) , 34 ].
An alternative to these linear approaches is proposed by spatially variant mathematical morphology (SVMM) [4, 5] . The algorithms defined in this framework are formulated with the purpose of filtering images in a way which depends on the location in the dataset [44, 77, 18] . Such filtering techniques can provide some solutions in order to reduce noise and possibly reconnect vessels despite signal decrease/loss, by taking advantage of local shape knowledge.
In this section, we propose a hybrid filtering method devoted to 3D angiographic image analysis. This method especially aims to retrieve the smallest (low-intensity) vessels and correctly reconnect them. Based on Hessian analysis, the local orientation of the vessels is first sought. A spatially-variant morphological closing according to these local orientations is then performed.
The combination of linear and non-linear techniques is motivated by several facts. The Hessian analysis is robust and fast for object direction detection as well as multiple scales, whereas orientation analysis using purely mathematical morphology methods would require directional sampling, which would be prohibitive in 3D. Conversely, for reconnection and noise reduction, anisotropic diffusion, that has been previously used together with Hessian analysis, e.g., in [42] , requires several iterations and is subject to convergence issues, while a spatially-variant closing or opening converges in a single iteration.
Background notions: Hessian-based analysis
One of the main challenges in image analysis is to design operators that are translation, rotation and scale-invariant. Translation invariance is satisfied by all convolution kernels, by definition. Rotation invariance can be guaranteed either by using rotation-invariant kernels or when the preferred direction is fixed relatively to the image. Scale invariance can be satisfied by derivatives of Gaussian filters. Linear combinations of derivatives of Gaussian filter kernels constitute, in particular, the basic feature detectors within linear scale-space theory [38] .
The Hessian matrix H is obtained from the Gaussian second derivative analysis of a 3D image F at each voxel in the six principal directions
This Hessian matrix H can be decomposed into three eigenvalues, λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 (with |λ 1 | ≤ |λ 2 | ≤ |λ 3 |) associated to three eigenvectors e 1 , e 2 and e 3 . When λ 1 is close to zero and much smaller than λ 2 and λ 3 , the locally characterized shape is a linear (bright) structure, e.g., a vessel in angiographic data. Its orientation is then given by e 1 (e 2 and e 3 then form a basis for the plane orthogonal to the linear bright structure). When appropriately designed and applied at multiple scales, combinations of the three eigenvalues, often called vesselness function, should give the strongest response at one particular scale corresponding to the plate-, blob-like and/or tubular objects [66, 23) ]. Hereafter, and in the remainder of this article, we consider the vesselness function proposed in [23) ] (which has been experimentally assessed as the most robust in the current applicative context). For a 3D grey-level image, observed at a point x, and a scale σ (directly linked to the standard deviation of the considered Gaussian kernel), this vesselness function ν is formulated as follows
where R A differentiates between planar and line-like objects, R B differentiates blob-like ones, and S accounts for the intensity difference between objects and background. The parameters α, β and c influence the sensitivity of the filter to the corresponding measures.
As stated in Equation (6), the filter can be applied at different scales, which can provide results in a large range of object sizes. After normalization, the maximal vesselness value is selected for each point x. The corresponding scale then provides an estimate of the object width.
Background notions: (Spatially variant) mathematical morphology
We now introduce some notions of mathematical morphology and spatially variant mathematical morphology.
Definition 1 (Adjunction)
Let L and M be two complete lattices (a complete lattice is a partially ordered set (X, ), such that every subset S of X has an infimum in X denoted S, and a supremum in X denoted S). Two operators δ : L → M and ε : M → L form an adjunction (ε, δ) if and only if for all x ∈ L and all y ∈ M, we have
From these notions, it is then possible to introduce the basic operators of morphology, namely, dilation, erosion, opening and closing. 
These properties are useful from both algebraic and practical points of view. Indeed, the behaviour of morphological operators is well defined. It is therefore possible to design new operators (e.g., gradients, top-hats) exploiting differences between these operators.
We now assume that L = M. In the "grey-level" case (e.g., in flat morphology [26] ), L is the family of grey-level images V E equipped with the point-wise partial order on functions ≤. Let B ⊆ E be a binary set, also called structuring element (SE). Let δ B , ε B : V E → V E be the dilation and the erosion induced by B. The dilation of the impulse function i p,v (with p ∈ E and v ∈ V ) is defined as δ B (i p,v ) = C Bp,v , with B p = {x + p | x ∈ B}. From this expression, we derive the classical definitions of the dilation and erosion for a function f :
In the (more general) case of SVMM, the involved SE B is often denoted as structuring function and is actually defined as B : E → 2 E . Consequently, B(x) is the structuring element considered at point x ∈ E. The transpose of a structuring function B, still notedB : E → 2 E , is now defined, for all x ∈ E by
Here, the dilation of the impulse function i p,v is defined as δ B (i p,v ) = C B(p),v . From this expression, we derive the spatially-variant definition of the dilation and erosion for a function f :
With the definitions given above, the standard and SV morphological erosion and dilation form an adjunction. Then, we can define, in both cases, the morphological opening and closing, as
The transposeB of B is used in Equation (15) for the computation of δ B . In addition to being computationally expensive, it can, under some conditions, be of larger extent than any of the B function, although if the family of B is bounded, so isB. This may become computationally problematic for implementing filters based on adjunctions of dilations and erosions in order to compute a closing or an opening. However, by considering the (equivalent) alternative following formulation of Equation (15) δ
it turns out that the computation of δ B (f ) can be performed independently ofB, then leading to the following result.
Proposition 4 The SV dilation and the SV adjunct erosion can be computed with the same algorithmic cost O(M N )
where N = |E|, and M = O(max x∈E {|B(x)|}).
Methodology
In this section, we describe a vessel filtering methodology, with a focus on the detection of small vessels and their correct reconnection. This morpho-Hessian filter performs like a reconnecting inverse diffusion filter, in some ways. It first distinguishes the vessel-like objects and their local orientation. Then, it performs a spatially-variant morphological closing (assuming that vessels are bright structures on a dark background) according to these local directions. 
Hessian
Step 1
Step 2 Step 3
Morphological closing 
Outline of the method
The method takes as input:
The proposed filter is fully automatic. It is however parametric, in order to allow the user to choose the size of the vessels to detect, and the gap length between vessels to reconnect. The process, visually summarized in Figure 1 , is divided into three main steps:
1. the Hessian matrix of I in is computed for each point of E at different scales, resulting into a vesselness image I ves and leading to define three images corresponding to the principal vessel directions: I x1 , I x2 and I x3 (see Section 4.4.2);
The method finally provides as output:
for any x ∈ E), and enabling in particular to reconnect high intensity linear structures of I in .
Step 1: vessel detection
Given a set of different scales S enabling to characterize vessels among different radii, the image I in is first convolved with a Gaussian kernel G(x, s) = (
2s 2 ) at each scale s ∈ S. For each point x ∈ E, its Hessian matrix H s is then computed. The eigen form of this matrix, i.e.,
enables the computation of a score in x from the vesselness function defined in Equation (6) . The maximal score among the scales of S is chosen for each point x as its best response ν max (x) = max s∈S {ν(x, s)}.
The associated basis vectors (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) (forming the basis of the eigen form of H s ) are assumed to define the orientation of the characterized shape in x. In particular, the vectors e 1 are stored in three images as the principal directions (along the principal axes): I x1 , I x2 , I x3 : E → [−1, 1], defined, for all x ∈ E, by e 1 (x) = I x1 (x).e x1 + I x2 (x).e x2 + I x3 (x).e x3 (21) where (e x1 , e x2 , e x3 ) is the canonical basis of R 3 .
Step 2: directional field correction
In order to propagate objects outside their own boundary with the spatially-variant morphological closing (or, in fact, with many other filtering methods as well), it is necessary to have a dense direction vector field. In our case, the directional information is necessary only as far as the dilation can reach. One could use the gradient vector flow [82] or an average square gradient within a diffusion scheme to obtain a dense direction field as in [77] .
On the other hand, the directions obtained by second-order derivatives can get chaotic at the end of tubular object segments, which might cause problems in methods that use them in further procedures. For this, a regularized direction vector field is highly desirable. Here, in order to obtain both dense and regularized direction field, we have come up with a procedure based on several simple morphological operations.
At first, as the expression of vesselness (see Equation (6)) expresses the probability of being a vessel for each point (thus varying between 0 and 1), the vesselness image I ves is thresholded so that most of the vessel-like objects are preserved. By using the thresholded vesselness result I t ves , we make sure that we use the tubular objects as markers for direction field propagation. Then, we perform a binary morphological thinning of the direction field (I x1 , I x2 and I x3 ) guided by the thresholded vesselness result I 
Step 3: vessel reconnection
In this last step, an SV morphological closing operation is performed over the image I in with the aim of reconnecting vessels. First, a morphological dilation is applied with a structuring function B : E → 2 E (see Section 4.3), providing, for each x ∈ E, a structuring element B(x) centred on x, of fixed length, and oriented according to e 1 (x). The (discrete) direction e 1 of B(x) is approximated from the images of regularized direction fields, I The SE-based adjunct dilation, resulting in the image δ B (I in ), is followed by the adjunct erosion ε B . Both computations (δ B and ε B ), whose results are formally defined by Equations (19) and (16) respectively, then provide the final filtering result F(I in ) = ϕ B (I in ) with a low algorithmic cost (see Proposition 4) . Also note that this processing ensures idempotence, guaranteeing that the filter obeys morphological rules. This methodology is validated in Section 6.
Interactive vessel segmentation: a component-tree based approach
Motivation
Most 3D vessel segmentation techniques are designed to be globally automated (except, sometimes, for initialization and/or termination, or for the determination of parameters). Automation is generally justified by the difficulty for medical experts to spend too much time for guiding such segmentation methods. The counterpart of this fact is that such automatic methods do not take much advantage of the user's expertise (e.g., clinician, radiologist, etc.), thus leading to possible segmentation errors (in addition to a frequently high computational cost).
The recent rise of interactive segmentation in several application fields can modify this conception of vessel segmentation [45] . Indeed, by opposition to standard automatic segmentation, interactive segmentation strongly relies on the user's skills. In particular, the user must generally initialize the process, by providing (background and/or object) markers which strongly influence the results (for instance in the case of watersheds [78] , graph-cuts [7] or binary partition tree algorithms [63] ). Interaction also implies such methods to be very efficient (especially in terms of computational cost).
Such guidance may be potentially time consuming for the user, especially in the case of 3D images. However, a compromise between automatic and interactive segmentation could be proposed, based on the concept of example-based segmentation, which has been considered in several application fields before being applied to medical imaging [21] . Indeed, the use of segmentation examples may lead to an automatic presegmentation of the image, which may constitute the object markers.
The component-tree is a graph-based structure which models some characteristics of a grey-level image by considering its binary level-sets obtained from successive thresholding operations (see, e.g., [51] , Chapter 7). It has been involved, in particular, in the development of morphological operators [8, 64] , and used for designing segmentation procedures in several medical applications (see Section 2.1).
By definition, component-trees are particularly well-suited for the design of methods devoted to process and/or analyse grey-level images based on a priori hypotheses related to the topology (connectedness) and the specific intensity (locally/globally minimal or maximal) of structures of interest. It has to be noticed that several works related to component-trees have been devoted to enable their efficient computation [64, 50, 79] . In particular, the ability to compute component-trees in quasi-linear time opens the way to the development of interactive and efficient segmentation methods.
Based on recent theoretical developments [56] related to interactive segmentation based on component-trees, we propose in the sequel a segmentation method that combines the advantages of example-based segmentation in terms of automation (since it avoids manual marker positioning or presegmentation by the user) and the ability to take into account the skills of the user in a quite simple and intuitive fashion. Indeed the only interaction consists of a thresholding process, which only requires a few seconds.
Background notions (component-trees)
Let us consider a given connectivity on Z 3 , for instance the standard 6-or 26-connectivity [33] (in the sequel of this section, some alternative morphological connectivities will also be considered). For a given binary image B defined on E, we denote by C[B] the set of the connected components (i.e., the maximal connected sets) of B with respect to this connectivity. Note that a grey-level image I ∈ V E can be expressed as
Let K = v∈V C[λ v (I)] be the set of the connected components generated by the thresholdings of I at all values v ∈ V . The Hasse diagram of the partially ordered set (K, ⊆) is a tree (i.e., a connected acyclic graph), and more especially a rooted tree, the root of which is the supremum λ ⊥ (I) = E. This tree is called the component-tree of I. (K, L, R) such that:
Definition 5 (Component-tree)
The elements of K (resp. of L) are the nodes (resp. the (oriented) edges) of T . The node R is the root of T . For any
An example of component-tree defined for a 2D image is illustrated on Figures 3 and 4 . Component-trees can be used to develop image processing/analysis procedures based on filtering or segmentation strategies [30] . Such procedures generally consist of determining a subset K ⊆ K among the nodes of the component-tree T = (K, L, R) of a considered image I : E → V .
When performing segmentation, the (binary) resulting image B ⊆ E is defined as the union of the nodes of K, i.e., as
In this context, determining the nodes to be preserved is a complex issue, which can be handled by considering attributes [75] (i.e., qualitative or quantitative information related to each node) to characterize the nodes of interest. An alternative solution, based on an example-based paradigm, can also be considered. This strategy is described below.
Theory
A way to consider the previously enunciated segmentation problem is to search the set of nodes K ⊆ K which generates a binary object being as similar as possible to a given approximate precomputed segmentation. This issue can be formalized as the resolution of the following optimization problem
where M ⊆ E is the (binary) approximate segmentation, and d is a measure on 2 E . An intuitive solution for determining a useful measure is to consider the amount of false positives/negatives induced by X = N ∈K ′ N with respect to M
where α ∈ [0, 1] controls the trade-off between the tolerance to false positives and false negatives. The function F α proposed hereafter enables to build a binary image whose connected components form a set K which is a solution of Equation (27) .
and
It has to be noticed that such a solution can be computed in linear time. Moreover, the increasing property of thresholding is actually inherited by the developed method.
Proposition 8 ([57])
Let I ∈ V E be a grey-level image. Let M ⊆ E. Let α 1 < α 2 ∈ [0, 1]. Then we have M α2 ⊆ M α1 .
Remark 9 A consequence of this property is the ability to store k > 2 different results obtained for k increasing values
defined, similarly to Equation (22) , by
where 
Methodology
In this section, we focus on the description of a methodology for vessel segmentation by means of an example. This method is automated in the first part of its process, and only requires user interaction once a set of binary results has been precomputed and stored in a grey-level image. The interactive part of the method is, in particular, a single thresholding step where the user can tune a parameter controlling the trade-off between false positives and false negatives between the segmentation example and the expected result. 
Outline of the method
• a 3D grey-level angiographic image I in : E → V , e.g., a MRA or CTA image;
• a 3D vessel segmentation example consisting of a binary image B ex ⊆ E of vascular structures similar to those present in I in , and the grey-level image I ex : E → V from which this segmentation has been obtained.
(In Section 5.4.2, it will be observed that it may be also required to provide images J in , J ex : E → V for visualizing the morphological structures neighbouring the vessels visualized in I in , I ex .) The only parameter is a threshold value α ∈ [0, 1] (see Section 5.3), which has to be tuned by the user at the end of the segmentation. The process, visually summarized in Figure 5 , is divided into two main steps:
• the first one consists of fitting the binary image B ex onto the image I in using to a registration procedure (see Section 5.4.2);
• once B ex is correctly positioned, the second step mainly consists of the interactive α-tuned segmentation process described in Section 5.3 (see Section 5.4.3).
• the 3D binary vessel segmentation B out ⊆ E, associated to I in , and induced by the example I ex and the chosen parameter α.
Step 1: example fitting
Fitting the binary example B ex onto I in requires a registration/warping process to be performed. Registration of vascular images is a complex task. Indeed, while registration algorithms have arguably reached a satisfactory degree of efficiency for the processing of dense images, such as morphological cerebral data [28] , the development of efficient registration procedures in the case of sparse -and specifically angiographic-data seems to remain a globally open question, despite few recent works [2, 29, 68] . This is a fortiori the case for interpatient registration (it is indeed infrequent that I in and I ex are images of a same patient). Consequently, except in the cases where the angiographic images contain (a sufficient amount of) morphological information, which can happen sometimes for certain angiographic data (e.g., phase-contrast or time-of-flight MRA, depending on the acquisition parameters), it may be necessary to associate to each angiographic data, namely I in and I ex , a corresponding morphological profile of the same patient (e.g., a T1 MRI data). Since it is quite frequent in clinical practice to acquire such data during an angiographic image acquisition, thus providing couples of morphological/angiographic data (I in , J in ), (I ex , J ex ), such a requirement is actually not a real difficulty.
Under these conditions, registration algorithms devoted to morphological images (see, e.g., [52] ) can be involved in the current step. These algorithms consist of determining a deformation field D : E → E such that the composition of D and I ex is "semantically" equal to I in , or, more formally, that for all x ∈ E, we have
Such registration procedures can be based on more or less accurate strategies, leading to either rigid, affine, or nonrigid deformation fields D.
Once D is computed from the angiographic data I in and I ex (or, more frequently, from the morphological ones J in and J ex ), which can be done in an automatic fashion, the segmentation example B ex remains to be fitted onto the vascular image I in to be segmented. This is actually equivalent to computing the binary image B in ⊆ E as
Such a warping procedure can be performed by a simple interpolation step (in order to retrieve a binary result), or by more sophisticated techniques, enabling in particular to preserve structural properties of the segmentation example, as proposed, e.g., in [21] .
Step 2: interactive segmentation
Once B in has been computed, it becomes possible to perform a segmentation of I in , guided both by the example B in (which provides an approximate result of the structures of interest in I in ), and by the user (who may adjust this approximate result to more accurately fit the semantics of I in ).
In the proposed methodological framework, this task is based on the approach developed in Section 5.3 (the "approximate segmentation" M defined in this section actually corresponds to the example B in considered here). In particular, once the component-tree T = (K, L, R) of I in is computed, the purpose is to determine the set of nodes K ⊆ K defined in Equation (27) , i.e., the set of binary connected components which leads to the best possible segmentation (M α , in Section 5.3, which corresponds to B out , here) with respect to the chosen measure d α controlling the trade-off of false positives/negatives between this solution M α /B out and the example M/B ex (see Equation (28)). Practically, as stated in Remark 9, it is necessary to compute several segmentation results for distinct values of the parameter α, leading to a grey-level image (see Equation (32)), the level-sets of which (obtained by a simple user-defined threshold) will finally lead to the final segmentation B out . Note that an alternative solution to this precomputation strategy may be to compute on-the-flight the results successively obtained for different values of α chosen by the user (see Section 7).
Mask-based connectivity
As stated at the beginning of Section 5.2, the connectivities considered when computing the component-tree of I in are generally the "standard" ones, i.e., those induced by the well-known notions of 6-or 26-adjacency.
A (morphological) alternative definition for connectivity has been proposed with the notion of second-generation connectivity [61, 67] . In this context, mask-based connectivity [54] proposes to use some (grey-level) mask functions in order to characterize the connected sets. In the binary case, and by only considering masks which are supersets of an image, we derive from [54] the following definition. In the sequel, for a given (grey-level) image I : E → V , we consider extensive masks Ω(I) : E → V , i.e., such that I ≤ Ω(I). We call Ω-connected components of I the set of all the ω-connected components of λ v (I) induced by the masks ω(λ v (I)) = λ v (Ω(I)), at all values v ∈ V . Typical examples of masks verifying these properties are those induced by:
• (flat) dilations, e.g., I, δ(I) , . . . , δ k (I), . . . ;
with a (well-chosen) structuring element, avoiding in particular translation effects. It is, of course, possible to build the component-tree of I in induced by the Ω-connected components of the successive level-sets of I [55] . Note in particular that each element of the set K Ω of the Ω-connected components of I in will be composed of one or several connected components of I. More precisely, the component-tree and the (Ω-connected) component-tree of I in induce a (surjective) morphism between (K, ⊆) and (K Ω , ⊆).
Broadly speaking, mask-based connectivity involving such extensive masks makes it possible to symbolically reconnect structures which are physically disconnected in I in . In particular, by considering as mask the filtered image F(I in ), computed with the method proposed in Section 4, which presents all the required properties, and corrects the disconnection effects resulting from noise, artifacts and/or signal loss, it may be possible to develop an improved version of the segmentation method proposed above. Such an improved version may simply consist of computing B out from B ex and I in equipped with the connectivity provided by the filtered mask F(I in ). This strategy is experimentally assessed in the next section.
Experiments and results
This section describes experiments carried out to assess the behaviour of the proposed two methods. The filtering method described in Section 4 is validated in Section 6.1 from a quantitative point of view, on synthetic images, and from a qualitative point of view on samples of 3D (MR) angiographic data. The segmentation method described in Section 5 is validated in Section 6.2, on 3D (MR) angiographic data from qualitative and/or quantitative points of view, depending on the assessed criteria, and on the available ground-truths.
Vessel filtering
We first assess the filtering method described in Section 4. This is done in the context of vessel reconnection in 3D angiographic data. By opposition to the case of vessel segmentation (see Section 6.2), quantitative validations are hardly tractable on real data. Some qualitative (i.e., visual) validations are provided on few 3D samples of real data (same TOF MRAs as those used below, for segmentation experiments), at the end of this section. However, most of the validations presented hereafter, and in particular the quantitative ones, are performed on the synthetic dataset considered in [1] .
This dataset is based on a 100 × 100 × 100 isotropic image visualizing a tortuous, branching vessel-like object of varying radii (0.5 to 4 voxels), which does not simulate a specific anatomical structure. The object contained in this image is depicted in Figure 6(a) . A slice of the corresponding 3D grey-level image (at different levels of noise) is provided in Figure 6 (b-e). The object cross-section intensities present a parabolic profile, ranging from 150 at the object borders, to 200 at its medial axes, while the background intensity is 100, which corresponds to a standard (intensity) model for MRAs, in small vessels neighbourhoods.
In addition to the discrete sampling of the continuous object, which generates errors (due, e.g., to partial volume effects), a Gaussian noise is added to the data, with different standard deviations, namely σ = 10, 20, 40 and 80, in the considered images (see Figure 6(b-e) ). Note that σ = 20 globally corresponds to the expected noise in MR or CT data, while σ = 40 is closer to the noise expected in ultrasound data. The standard deviation σ = 80 has been considered to explore the limits of the method in the worst cases which may sometimes happen in clinical applications.
These experiments aim at estimating the efficiency of the filtering methodology, and in particular the cost of the reconnections in terms of supplementary noise. This is done in a quantitative fashion in Section 6.1.1, and in a more visual (and then subjective) fashion in Section 6.1.2. 
Experiments on synthetic data
In order to carry out these first validations, we consider the four 3D images I σ : E → V , namely I 10 , I 20 , I 40 , and I 80 , illustrated in Figure 6 (b-e), where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise in the image I σ . Let G ⊆ E be the object visualized in this image, viewed as a binary (ground-truth) object for I σ . When performing a thresholding of I σ at a given value v ∈ V , we obtain a binary (segmented) result λ v (I) ⊆ E which (more or less accurately) approximates G. From a quantitative point of view, this approximation can be expressed in terms of true positives (G ∩ λ v (I)) and false positives (λ v (I) \ G).
For experiments, parameters of vesselness were set to α = β = 0.25 and γ = 5. We performed a multi-scale Hessian analysis with scales σ ∈ [1, 4] in geometric progression with 5 steps.
We first consider the global quality of the filtering, in terms of proportions of false positives/negatives induced by a subsequent thresholding operation. These are visualized on ROC curves, allowing for a comparison of the proposed filtering with (i) the thresholding of the non-filtered image; (ii) the thresholding of a Hessian-based vesselness function [23) ]; and (iii) the thresholding of the image filtered by anisotropic diffusion [42] . The four induced ROC curves are computed and compared for the four levels of noise σ = 10, 20, 40 and 80. The results of these experiments are shown on Figure 7 .
The main purpose of the proposed morpho-Hessian filtering method is its ability to reconnect vessel-like structures. The presence of noise in I σ may lead to a disconnection of the segmented object λ v (I) into several connected components, especially where the radius of the object becomes close to 0. On the other hand, while reconnecting objects is desirable, it is also an inverse operation that may lead to connecting noise to the main object. In order to assess the "cost" of these reconnections in terms of supplementary noise, for each one of the images previously considered (namely the nonfiltered image, vesselness function, anisotropic diffusion image, and morpho-Hessian filtered image), we show the first high accuracy reconnection on each ROC curve corresponding to threshold value of the segmented image λ v (I σ ). In other words, these points correspond to the best accuracy result for which the main object is still connected. These reconnection points are depicted by triangular dots in Figure 7 .
In the case of lower noise levels, i.e., σ = 10 and 20, the proposed morpho-Hessian filter exhibits similar results compared to the original image and anisotropic diffusion filter, while Frangi vesselness is the least accurate. This means the morpho-Hessian filter does not degrade image quality in these cases. For higher levels of noise, the morpho-Hessian filter exhibits better (for σ = 40) or slightly better results (for σ = 80) than the original image or anisotropic diffusion filter. However, for the highest level of noise, i.e., σ = 80 (which is infrequent in clinical practice), the best performance is achieved by Frangi vesselness. In this final case, it seems to be better not to use inverse filtering at all, unless prior filtering is applied. 
Experiments on real data
In order to conclude this first part of the validations devoted to the proposed morpho-Hessian filtering method, we now consider a few examples obtained from real images. The samples depicted in Figure 8(a,d,g ) show maximum intensity projections (MIP) of 3D angiographic data (namely TOF images) altered by signal heterogeneity, resulting in visible disconnections. The corresponding morpho-Hessian filtered images associated to these data are depicted (still in MIP) in Figure 8 (b,e,h). In these examples, noise was reduced by morphological openings after applying the morpho-Hessian filter for the sake of visualization. Qualitatively, these results confirm expectations derived from the synthetic data, namely that the morpho-Hessian filter reconnects vessel without amplifying noise significantly, in medium-noise data. However, it also introduces some undesirable effects, e.g., in Figure 8 (b) the red arrow points to a vessel presenting irregular border artifacts. This effect is due to the initial discrete representation of the object combined with scale detection errors. Since both very small vessels and vessel boundaries are sensitive to discretization, in spite of earlier filtering it can still happen that directions are estimated incorrectly near large vessel boundaries. However in practice this effect is observed to be of limited extent. 
Vessel segmentation
We now assess the segmentation method described in Section 5. This is done in the context of artery segmentation from 3D angiographic data, namely phase contrast (PC) MRAs (10 images) and time of flight (TOF) MRAs (2 images), of the brain. For each angiographic image, a morphological image of the patient (acquired during the same acquisition) is also considered for registration purpose (a PC MRA magnitude image in the case of PC MRAs, and a T1 MRI in the case of TOF MRAs). Some examples of images of the considered datasets are illustrated in Figure 9 . One can observe that these data are of distinct resolutions (millimetric for PC MRAs, and half-millimetric for TOF MRAs) and of varying quality (low SNR for PC MRAs, and higher SNR for TOF MRAs, all data being without contrast agent injection). Also note that some data visualize both veins and arteries (PC MRAs, with a better contrast on venous structures), or essentially arteries (TOF MRAs, where veins are visible but with a quite lower intensity).
These experiments aim at estimating the global efficiency of the methodology, but also the influence of some key-elements of the technique, such as registration accuracy, example accuracy, interpatient anatomical variability, and effects of connectivity policies. As in Section 6.1, these experiments are assessed from both quantitative and qualitative (i.e., visual) points of view. This is justified by the fact that realistic example-based segmentation cannot be performed on phantoms, while not much ground-truth is available for MRA data 1 .
(a) (b) 
Evaluation of the component-tree approach
These first experiments are aimed to assess the relevance of the example-based interactive approach, i.e., to validate the segmentation theory exposed in Section 5.3. In order to do so, we consider an experimental context where neither the registration nor the example quality may affect the results. This can be done by focusing on intra-patient and intra-image experiments. Practically, for a given MRA image, for which a ground-truth segmentation is available, we perform the example-based interactive segmentation by using, as example, this same ground-truth. This is actually done for one (low resolution, low SNR) PC MRA, and two (high resolution, high SNR) TOF MRA.
Ideally, one may retrieve as result the ground-truth involved as examples. This (expected) correlation is expressed here by using the standard measures of sensitivity (Sen) and positive predictive value (P P V ) Sen = tp tp + f n and P P V = tp tp + f p (34) where tp, f p, and f n are the true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. Due to the "one-dimensional" nature of the small vessels, which may bias the relevance of these volumic-based measures, both sensitivity and positive predictive values are computed on the 3D results ("3D Sen" and "3D P P V ") and on the skeletonized ones ("1D Sen" and "1D P P V "). These results are summarized in Table 1 , and partially illustrated in Figure 10(a,d) . They tend to show the correct behaviour of the method in case of correct and well positioned example. Note that the results are less satisfactory for low resolution images. This is shown here for PC #1, but also note that the 1D measures are higher than the 3D ones, emphasizing the ability of the method to correctly detect the structure of the vessels, despite possible volumic errors. Also note that some of the ground-truth data are sometimes incomplete (see, e.g., the red parts of Figure 10 (d)) which may lead to lower quality measures as should be expected.
It may also be noticed that the use of an example to guide the segmentation process allows users to select specific structures of interest among a set of homogeneous ones, for instance here, arteries among the whole arteriovenous network. 
Evaluation of the example quality
Secondly, we intend to evaluate the impact of the example quality on the segmentation accuracy, still without considering the effects of registration and of interpatient anatomical variability. In order to do so, we consider two images of the same patient for which the segmentation ground-truth is available. One of these images is a (high resolution, high SNR) TOF MRA (TOF #1, considered above) thus associated to an accurate ground-truth. The other one is a (low resolution, low SNR) PC MRA (PC #1, considered above), associated with some less accurate ground-truth (which may be seen as a "blurred subset" of the TOF MRA ground-truth).
From these two images and associated ground-truths, we then perform four segmentations, which emphasize the behaviour of the segmentation method when applied on an accurate/non-accurate image with an accurate/non-accurate example.
As previously, the obtained results are expressed in terms of sensitivity and positive predictive value, gathered in Table 2 . These results are also depicted in Figure 10 . As mention above, the value of the standard measure are better in 1D than in 3D. These results emphasize the (expected) fact that the example has to present the same degree of details as the structures of interest to maximize the ability to correctly segment them. In case of heterogeneity between the example and the sought structures, an example of lower quality is less penalizing than an example of better quality, especially in terms of sensitivity.
Impact of the interpatient anatomical variability
We now intend to estimate the robustness of the segmentation method to vascular anatomical variations. These are generally high for vessels, by comparison to other (cerebral or non-cerebral) structures. Our experiments have been carried out from a quantitative point of view on the three same images as above, and from a qualitative point of view on a Experiments consist of performing segmentation with various examples, namely two examples obtained from two distinct PC MRA images (not considered for segmentation here), and a third example which is a "mean image" obtained from the preliminary segmentation of 20 PC MRA images (not considered for segmentation here). These examples are applied on the images to be segmented by performing nonrigid registration.
The obtained results for the first three images are gathered in Table 3 . For the other 10 images, since no ground-truths are available, the validations have been made from a visual analysis (partially illustrated in Figure 11) .
The first remark which can be made is related to the variability of the results with respect to the considered example, when such an example consists of one segmented image. Case 1 and Case 2, in Table 3 , tend to suggest that the method is globally robust to the such example variability, in the case where the different examples are of similar accuracy, in particular for images of high resolution.
The second remark is related to the increase in quality induced by the use of an example consisting of a mean image of several segmented data. For such a mean example, the sensitivity measure is comparable to the case of single image examples, but the positive predictive value measure is significantly improved, both in terms of 3D and 1D results. This argues in favour of the use such mean examples, which are, in some ways, comparable to vascular atlases [11, 59] , which better model the anatomical variability among a whole population.
Evaluation of the registration
The previous experiments have experimentally shown that the use of a mean image as example provides better results than the use of a single segmentation. In the further experiments, we then consider examples corresponding to such mean images.
The purpose is here to evaluate the impact of the registration accuracy on the segmentation quality. By still considering the same datasets of 3 and 10 images as above, three segmentations are computed, by fitting the example thanks to a rigid, an affine, and a nonrigid registration procedure, respectively.
The obtained results for the first three images are gathered in Table 4 . The results for the 10 images, still analysed in a visual fashion, are partially illustrated in Figure 11 .
It appears that there is no clear correlation between the accuracy of the results and a specific registration policy. This probably denotes the limitations of the use of registration techniques mainly devoted to morphological structures. It emphasizes, in particular the actual need to propose vascular-oriented registration strategies, enabling to better take into account the specificities (sparseness, noise, etc.) of angiographic data, as already stated in Section 5.4.2.
Evaluation of the connectivity
In these last experiments, we finally assess the influence of the neighborhood connectivity on the quality of the segmentation results. In particular, we compare on the one hand the segmentation results obtained using the component-tree of an image I using the connectivity induced by the 6-and the 26-adjacencies, respectively; and on the other hand the ones obtained using the component-tree defined by the connectivity induced by the (extensive) mask F(I) of I, computed in the way described in Section 4.
These comparisons are performed on the two TOF MRAs (TOF #1 and TOF #2), by using the same mean image example as above. The segmentation results are depicted in Figure 12 . Numerical results are given in Table 5 .
From a quantitative point of view, the results are better in the case of the 26-adjacency. Nevertheless, from a visual inspection, we find the use of connectivity induced by the mask F(I) does allow some vessel reconnection. This fact does not appear in the numerical results, because of the difficulty to acquire correct ground-truth.
Conclusion
Two original methods have been proposed for 3D angiographic image filtering and segmentation. Both rely on recent advances in mathematical morphology. In particular, they take advantage of the mixture of discrete and continuous approaches (filtering method, Section 4.4.4), and of the low algorithmic cost of the involved strategies (filtering methodProposition 4, and segmentation method-Proposition 7) leading to time-saving (fast, and automatic or interactive) image processing and analysis tools. It may be noticed that these two methods can be easily interfaced (Section 5.5) to directly integrate the filtering results in the segmentation process.
These methods have been validated on synthetic and real angiographic data, emphasizing their relevance. The ability to discriminate specific parts of the vascular structures (example-based approach) and to integrate the user's skills with a low time cost has, in particular, led to use them in processes involving possibly large image datasets.
The following further works may also lead to improvements of these methods. Regarding vessel orientation computation (Section 4.4.2), the consideration of not only second-order derivatives, but also first-order ones may provide a better robustness to noise, and then improve vessel orientation estimates. Moreover, as for linear scale-space approach, a more elaborate analysis should be used, like automatic scale selection [39] . Finally, in terms of computation efficiency, the closed-form of Hessian matrix could be calculated [53] instead of the complete one. Regarding the morphological part of the filtering method, (Section 4.4.4), the size of the spatially-variant structuring elements could vary [18] according to the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. In addition, it is envisaged to use variable and more flexible structuring element shapes, such as paths instead of segments.
Regarding vessel segmentation (Section 5.4.3), instead of computing several segmentation results for different (chosen/sampled) α values, an alternative solution may be to provide the exhaustive (finite) set S of possible binary segmentations, modeled as a grey-level image I out : E → [1, |S|]. Such an approach -which may present a better time complexity than the current one-will be proposed soon.
Finally, vascular image registration (Section 5.4.2) also remains a challenging issue, in the case of the proposed image segmentation technique. The way to use not only morphological information from standard images, but also (sparse and varying) vascular information from angiographic data, will also be considered in (longer term) further works, with the purpose of improving the accuracy of the example fitting.
